Prestalk and prespore cells form a simple pattern in the pseudoplasmodium of the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum. Prestalk cells are distinguished from prespore cells by a low level of expression of a glycoantigen on their surfaces and by reduced intercellular cohesion. We examined the possible significance of these differences, using the modB mutation, which eliminates this glycoantigen genetically, leading to reduced intercellular cohesion. The formation of patterns of cells during development is essential to tissue morphogenesis. The cells in the pseudoplasmodium (or slug) of the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium form a pattern consisting of prestalk cells, which lie in the anterior 20-30% of the slug, and prespore cells, which lie in the remaining portion (1, 2). Mixed with the prespore cells is a small proportion (ca. 10%) of cells that most resemble prestalk cells but do not behave in the same way; these are referred to as anterior-like cells (3). Slugs form as the result of aggregation of cells after starvation and their rearrangement into a slug-shaped structure. During this phase, all cells appear to be the same biochemically and morphologically. However, evidence has accumulated that cells are determined to become prestalk or prespore cells at the time of starvation according to the phase of the cell cycle (4-6) and their glycogen content (7). These findings support the general model that cells first differentiate (8) and then rearrange themselves (3, 9-12), either by "self-assembly" (13) or with the help of a tip-localized organizer (14, 15). The mechanism of this rearrangement remains obscure, with evidence for both differential cell adhesion (16, 17) and cheniotaxis (18) having been presented.
examined the possible significance of these differences, using the modB mutation, which eliminates this glycoantigen genetically, leading to reduced intercellular cohesion. modB mutant cells were allowed to develop together with normal cells to form chimeric slugs. Mutant cells labeled by feeding with fluorescent bacteria were highly enriched in the prestalk cell zone at the anterior end of the slug. In contrast, normal cells, if in a minority, were concentrated in the rear part of the prespore cell zone. Immunoblot analysis and cell-by-cell double-label immunofluorescence of these mixtures showed that mutant cells underproduced several prespore cell markers. Mutant cells tended not to form spores in chimeras unless they exceeded a threshold proportion of ca. 30%. However, mutant cells showed no tendency to produce excess prestalk cells when allowed to develop alone. These findings are most simply explained by postulating that reduced glycoantigen expression and intercellular adhesion encourage a more anterior cell localization, which in turn causes differentiation into a prestalk cell. Since normal prestalk cells also show reduced glycoantigen expression and intercellular adhesion, this suggests that a similar mechanism may contribute to pattern formation during normal development.
The formation of patterns of cells during development is essential to tissue morphogenesis. The cells in the pseudoplasmodium (or slug) of the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium form a pattern consisting of prestalk cells, which lie in the anterior 20-30% of the slug, and prespore cells, which lie in the remaining portion (1, 2) . Mixed with the prespore cells is a small proportion (ca. 10%) of cells that most resemble prestalk cells but do not behave in the same way; these are referred to as anterior-like cells (3) . Slugs form as the result of aggregation of cells after starvation and their rearrangement into a slug-shaped structure. During this phase, all cells appear to be the same biochemically and morphologically. However, evidence has accumulated that cells are determined to become prestalk or prespore cells at the time of starvation according to the phase of the cell cycle (4) (5) (6) and their glycogen content (7) . These findings support the general model that cells first differentiate (8) and then rearrange themselves (3, (9) (10) (11) (12) , either by "self-assembly" (13) or with the help of a tip-localized organizer (14, 15) . The mechanism of this rearrangement remains obscure, with evidence for both differential cell adhesion (16, 17) and cheniotaxis (18) having been presented. Determination in Dictyostelium is reversible. For example, raising the temperature in strains carrying a temperaturesensitive (ts) allele of stkA directs prespore cells to transdifferentiate into prestalk cells (19, 20) . Simple amputations cause morphallactic transdifferentiation of prestalk into prespore cells and vice versa (21) . A diffusible substance (DIF) appears to act in the slug to influence prestalk-cell differentiation (22) . In Dictyostelium mucoroides, prespore cells continuously transdifferentiate into prestalk cells as they traverse a boundary near the anterior end of the slug (23) . Perhaps an initial process of deterministic differentiation and cell sorting serves to set up a provisional pattern, which is followed by a regulative phase guided by a positional component.
In this report we examine the behavior of modB mutant cells introduced into normal slugs and vice versa. The modB mutation exerts a relatively limited effect on protein glycosylation: only two of the six glycoantigens (GAgs; defined at least in part by carbohydrate) we have screened are affected, and reactivity with mannose-and GIcNAc-reactive lectins is not dramatically altered (refs. 24 and 25; data not shown). The affected GAgs (GAg-XI and GAg-XX) are normally expressed only in aggregation stage cells and later (24) (25) (26) and are highly enriched in prespore relative to prestalk cells (24, 26, 27) . Though several proteins that are underglycosylated in modB mutants still accumulate and localize in the plasma membrane or spore coat (24, 25; unpublished data), a glycoprotein involved in homotypic intercellular adhesion (gp80) in aggregation-stage cells is not delivered properly to the plasma membrane (25) , which causes intercellular adhesion to be weaker compared with that of normal cells (24, 28) . In chimeras, we now find that mutant cells seek the anterior end of the slug and differentiate into prestalk cells. These observations suggest a role for cell-surface oligosaccharides in the positioning of normal cells in the pattern. Cell-surface oligosaccharides have already been suggested to be important for cell communication in this and other organisms (29, 30) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cells. Strains DL117 (modB501/+), DL118 (modB501/ modB503), and DL119 (modB502/modB503) have been described (27) . These diploids were used to eliminate effects of expression of unknown recessive mutations. Strain HW10 was derived from M4-3 in the same screen used to find HW11 (renamed from HM11; ref. 31) and is phenotypically normal. WS584, classified by morphological criteria as Dictyostelium discoideum, is a wild-type isolate previously reported to lack the monoclonal antibody (mAb) MUD1 epitope (32) and found here also to lack the mAb 59.9 epitope. Cells were grown on SM agar in association with Klebsiella aerogenes or Serratia marcescens (Detrick) at 22°C. Pigment variants Abbreviations: mAb, monoclonal antibody; GAg, glycoantigen (defined at least in part by carbohydrate).
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. of S. marcescens were obtained by streaking on SM agar (25) Other chimeras usually were formed from cells grown in association with K. aerogenes and in some cases were formed without a 6-hr preincubation on nonnutrient agar (this did not affect results obtained by analyzing the spore populations). For Western blot immunoanalysis, a crude membrane fraction was prepared by centrifugation (24) . Gel samples were quantitated by input cell number, electrophoresed, electrophoretically transferred to nitrocellulose, immunolabeled, and detected by using an alkaline phosphatase system as described (31 (21) . Not only did cells that had ingested these pigmented bacteria take on a reddish hue, but also they became intensely fluorescent. Cells fed unpigmented S. marcescens were not fluorescent. Single chimeric slugs that formed 5-10 hr after mixing were squashed into a monolayer beneath a coverslip and viewed through fluorescence optics.
Chimeras initially were formed from strains DL118 (mutant) and DL117 (normal) in proportions of 2: 8, 5: 5, and 8:2. In trials in which DL118 cells were fluorescently labeled and constituted 20% of the cell number, strong fluorescence was found in some of the anterior tip cells (Fig. 1A) . Strong anterior fluorescence was observed in each of the several examples studied in four trials. As a control, an 8:2;DL118: DL117* (the asterisk indicates labeled cells) chimera is shown (Fig. 1B) Because the modB mutation reduces the apparent molecular weight of several prespore cell-specific glycoproteins (25, 31) , this provided a convenient device for assaying the synthesis of prespore markers by modB mutant cells in the presence of normal cells. Chimeric slugs were harvested and analyzed by NaDod-S04/PAGE followed by Western blotting (Fig. 2) . Fig. 2A shows a range of ratios of HW11, the modB-like mutant strain, to HW10, a normal sister strain. The 0:10;HW11:
HW10 lane shows pure HW10, which expresses SP29, a prespore cell-specific glycoprotein, at the normal molecular weight position (detected using the mAb MUD1 and denoted by the arrow in the right margin). Strain HW11 produced several lower molecular weight species as shown in the 10:0 lane (31). Mixtures produced both normal and small species of SP29 (lanes designated "pre" for predevelopment mix in Fig. 2 ). However, lower molecular weight forms of SP29 appeared to be underproduced in the 3:7 and 1:9 HW11: HW10 lanes, in which mutant cells were in a minority. Underproduction of the mutant form of SP29 was confirmed by comparing these lanes with lanes in which pure cultures of HW11 and HW10 were mixed after developing alone (lanes depicted "post" for postdevelopment mixture in Fig. 2 ). For example, chimeras containing 30% HW11 cells produced the mutant form of SP29 at a level expected only if <10% of the prespore cells were mutant (compare lane 3:7 "pre" with lane 1:9 "post").
The same result was found when another prespore cell marker, WGA80B, was probed with mAb 59.9 (Fig. 2B) . A range of ratios of a different mutant and normal strain pair, DL119 and DL117, were used. Mutant WGA80B (which was smaller) was produced in the 3:7 mutant: normal cultures at a level expected if only ca. 10% of the prespore cells were mutant; 5:5 cultures produced mutant WGA80B at a level expected if only ca, 30o of the prespore cells were mutant. Similar results were obtained when SP29 was examined in DL119:DL117 and DL118:DL117 chimeras and when WGA80B was examined in HW11: HW10 chimeras (data not shown). Repeat labeling of the blot shown in Fig. 2B with another mAb disclosed that two other prespore cell-specific proteins, SP75 and SP96, were produced at normal levels at all strain ratios (Fig. 2C) . Since SP75 and SP96 are produced at the normal molecular weight in the mutant, this shows that prespore cell differentiation was normal in these chimeras.
The reduced levels of the mutant forms of SP29 and WGA80B could be the result of a failure of mutant cells to become prespore cells or of a rescue of glycosylation in the mutant cells. To determine whether rescue occurred, which might be obscured by the high background of protein produced by normal cells, chimeras were formed with a normal strain (WS584) that spontaneously lacks the epitope recognized by mAb 59.9 on WGA80B. Fig. 2D shows that the underproduction of WGA80B by DL118 developed with WS584 was not balanced by an accumulation of normal molecular weight forms of WGA80B, indicating that underproduction of the mutant form of WGA80B was not caused by glycosylation rescue. However, it was found in the 1:9 predevelopment mixture (i.e., chimeric) lane of Fig. 2D Strains HW10 (normal) and HW11 (mutant) were mixed in the indicated ratios and probed with mAb MUDi to examine expression of SP29, a prespore cell-specific glycoprotein that is formed at a single molecular weight position by HW10 but as a ladder of lower molecular weight forms in HW11. The mixtures are shown under the heading "pre" to denote predevelopment mixing. To establish expected levels of marker expression, strains were developed separately and then mixed in the desired proportions (shown under heading "post" for postdevelopment mixing). (B) Strains DL117 (normal) and DL118 (mutant) were mixed and analyzed in identical fashion except that WGA80B was detected with mAB 59.9. DL117 produces a Mr 80,000 form and DL118 produces a Mr 68,000 form of WGA80B. (C) The blot shown in B was reprobed with mAb 83.5 to show that expression of the prespore-specific proteins detected by this antibody was similar in all lanes and, thus, that prespore cell differentiation was normal. (D) Strains WS584 (normal) and DL118 (mutant) were mixed and analyzed as in B. WS584 does not produce the epitope recognized by mAb 59.9, which allowed us to exclude the possibility that the normal strain rescued glycosylation, thereby Representation of Mutapt Cells in Spores of Chimeras. Spores of chimeras were examined to determine whether mutant cell localization was conserved as cells differentiated into stalks and spores. Normal strain spores were counted by indirect immunofluorescence with mAb 5.1, which recognizes the carbohydrate epitope (GAg-XX) missing from the mutant cells (24, 25) . A range of mixture proportions was examined (Table 1) . Controls consisting of 100:0;DL118:DL117 and 0:100;DL118:DL117 produced 99.4% and 0% DL118, as expected, and a 5:5;DL118:DL117 postdevelopment mixture of spores produced 48.6% DL118 spores, as expected. However, in chimeras, mutant cells were always underrepresented in the spore population. In chimeras containing up to 30% mutant cells, mutant cell representation was less than one-fourth of the predicted value. In chimeras containing >30% mutant cells, mutant cell representation reflected the input percentage of mutant cells only for the increment that exceeded the initial 30%. This is consistent with a model in which, once the proportion of mutant cells in the mixtures exceeds the normal proportion of prestalk cells (about 30%; see below), then mutant cells begin to differentiate as prespore and then spore cells in a linear fashion relative to their representation. Similar results were found for DL119: DL117 chimeras ( Table 1) .
Size of the Prestalk Compartment in Mutant Slugs. If the anterior localization observed in chimeras resulted from a tendency for mutant cells to differentiate into prestalk cells, it was reasoned that there would be an increased prestalk cell: prespore cell ratio in pure mutant slugs. Individual mutant or normal slugs were hand-picked, enzymatically dissociated on a microscope slide using Pronase, and processed for immunofluorescence detection of the prespore marker GAg-X (using mAb 83.5). Fluorescence-negative cells were assumed to be prestalk or anterior-like cells, and Mutant (DL118 or DL119) and normal (DL117) cells were mixed to form chimeric fruiting bodies. Spores were labeled with mAb 5.1 as described. The controls [10: 0;DL118(9): DL117, 0: 10;DL118 (9) (24, 25, 39) and are highly enriched in prespore relative to prestalk cells (24, 39 (24, 25, 27, 28) . These very differences also distinguish anterior cells from posterior cells (17, 24, 26, 33 (23) .
Our model in which the mutation specifies the position of modB cells in slugs uniquely predicts that the modB mutation exerts no tendency to overproduce prestalk cells in the absence of normal cells. This is because a tendency to sort anteriorly would be meaningless without a separate population of cells against which to sort. In contrast, if the mutation directly induced cells to become prestalk cells, an elevated prestalk cell: prespore cell ratio would be predicted for mutant cells cultured alone (since cells could convert from the prespore cell pool), as has been found in other mutant strains with a sorting phenotype (15, 41) and in a phenocopy of this type of mutant (7) . A higher prestalk: prespore ratio is not observed for pure cultures of modB cells.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that the prestalk cell differentiation of mutant cells in chimeras is an indirect result of sorting to the anterior end of the slug followed by positiondependent differentiation of these anterior cells into prestalk cells. This model does not necessarily contradict deterministic models proposed for cell differentiation. Because the level of GAg-XX expression on the surfaces of individual normal cells is known to differ at the time ofpattern formation (25) and is reduced in prestalk cells (24, 26) , the proposed mechanism for the anterior sorting of modB mutant cells in chimeras may subserve a deterministic (based on cell-cycle and/or glycogen content) mechanism of normal prestalk cell differentiation and sorting. The regulative differentiation of modB cells that we have observed may be related to a subsequent process of cell differentiation postulated to refine the balance of prestalk and prespore cells or to restore it in response to an environmental perturbation.
